
Тест  до теми “The World of Painting ” ( 10 клас)

 

Увага!!! 

Виконати до вівторка 05.05.2020 включно! 

Відправити виконані тести ( Word або якісне фото) на пошту свого вчителя 
(документ підписати : прізвище, ім’я, клас, тест №2) 

Олена Борисівна zaitseva.elena.b@gmail.com

 Наталія Миколаївна nathaliyas  @  bigmir  .  net  

1. Mach the words 

1. a landscape    a) to describe or show someone or something in a particular way
2. a still life       b) a large public event at which you show or sell products, art etc
3. a fresco          c) a picture of an arrangement of objects, for example flowers or
fruit
4. a scene           d) someone who sits or stands while someone else paints them
5. a sitter           e) a painting made on a wall while the plaster is still wet
6. a portrait       f) to make someone or something part of a larger group or set
7. an exposition  g) a painting, drawing, or photograph of a person
8. to include      h)  a general  tendency in the way a situation is  changing or
developing
9. a trend           i) a view of a place as you see it, or as it appears in a picture:
10. to portray    j) an area of countryside or land of a particular type

2. Translate into English

a) Іконопис – 

b) Зображати – 

c) Автопортрет –

d) Сільський пейзаж – 

e) Видатний представник – 

f) Портретний живопис – 

g) Шедевр – 
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h) Морський пейзаж – 

i) Натюрморт –

j) Натурщик – 

3.  Complete the sentences with the words from the box

Art is  the ________(1)  or  expression of  what  is  beautiful,  especially  in visual
_____(2).  Drawing, painting,  ________(3),  architecture,  literature,  music,  ballet
belong to the fine art». Really when something is extremely beautiful or has great
cultural _____(4), we say: «It's art». The twentieth ______(4) has given the world
_______(5). For a long time there have been ______(6) whether the cinema is an
art or just an ________(7). Nowadays the cinema is considered one of the main
______(8) arts. Not so long ago people went to cinemas frequently, but now we
prefer to stay at ______(9) and watch videos, ______(10) and TV. Maybe cinemas
are no longer as _______(11) as they used to be but films will always be one of the
best  entertainments for people all  over the ______(12).  Speaking about art  one
should  not  forget  about  _______(13),  especially  classic  music.  _________(14)
composers make all the world _______(15) their music. 

Creation,  sculpture,  value,  popular,  outstanding,  century,  home,  films,
world, music, admire, cinema, entertainment, contemporary, form, disputes

4. Write the words in the correct order to complete the sentences:

a) Ukrainian/ Shevchenko/ was/ the/ of/ considered/ painting/ modern/ father.

b) Christ/ painters/ saints/ Icon/ the Virgin/ depicted/ angels/ and.

c) Renaissance/ as/ Portrait/ the/ painting/ during/ a genre/ appeared.

d) much/ His/ works/ music/ contain/ poetry/ and.

 5.  Complete the verbs in the sentences (1st conditional sentence)

a) If you____ (help) me with my homework, I ______(finish) it in time to go to the
cinema.
b) If it _______(not/rain), the students _______(practice) sport in the playground.
c) Jane ______(come) home early if she  _______(not/be) very busy at work.
d) Our teacher _____(be) pleased if we _________(do) our homework.
e) If Robert _______(play) football with us, we ________(win) the match.



6. Make an affirmative sentence, negative sentence or question using ‘used
to + infinitive':

1) I / live in a flat when I was a child.
2) We / go to the beach every summer?
3) She / love eating chocolate, but now she hates it.
4) He / not / smoke.
5) I / play tennis when I was at school.
7) He / play golf every weekend?

7. Write the sentences using Past Perfect or Past Perfect Continuous: 

a) When we came back home, the children ___(already/sleep) for two hours.

b) Tina _____(just/get) home when I phoned her.

c) The film ___(already/begin) when   we came to the cinema.

d) We were very tired at the end of the trip. We ____(drive) for ten hours.

e) I didn’t see Jim yesterday. He ___(go) abroad.

f) I ____(join) the golf club before Martin did it. 

8. Choose Present Simple, Present Continuous, Present Perfect

 

1) Derek _____________ flowers for his mom every Mother’s day.

1. buys

2. to buy

3. will bought

4. buying

2) We usually _____________ to the beach with our friends every week.

1. have gone

2. going

3. goes

4. go

3) The Sun _____________ in the east and _____________ in the west.

1. rising, setting

2. rises, sets

3. rise, set

4. to rise, to set

4) Tom and Linda _____________ the subway train to work every day.



1. takes 

2. took

3. take

4. have taken

5) He _____________ the car at the moment.

1. is washing

2. are washing

3. washed

4. has washed

6) Shh! Be quiet the baby _____________ now.

1. sleeps

2. has slept

3. are sleeping

4. is sleeping

7) I _____________ him since yesterday morning.

1. hadn’t seen

2. hasn’t seen

3. haven’t seen

4.haven’t seeing

8) The Prime Minister _____________ a speech in the television right now.

1. is giving

2. was give 

3. are giving 

4. Given

9) We _____________ cleaning the kitchen.

1. had just finished       

2. have just finished     

 3. Just have finished      

4. had just finished

10) For three hours, Jim _____________ for his mother at the airport.

1. have waited

2. is waiting

3. waited

4. has waited

11) Lauren and Sarah _____________ Spanish with Mrs. Andersen right now

1. are studying

2. is studying

3. will study

4. studied

12) So far, He _____________ anything to make me feel bad.

1. haven’t done

2. having done

3. hasn’t done

4. hadn’t done 

Good Luck!


